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Abstract 

We report a study of the high baryon number density system with use of the two-

color lattice QCD with Wilson fe口nions[l].First we investigate thermodynamical 

quantities such as the Polyakov line， gluon energy density， and baryon number 
density in the (κ，μ) plane， where κand μare the hopping parameter and chemical 
potential， respectively. Then we calculate propagators of meson (qfq) and baryon 
(qfq) states in addition to the potential between quark lines. 

1 1阻troduc色ioEE

Phase structure of the 計ronglyinteracting matter is the hottest topics of the recent 
hadron physics[2]. In addition to the well known co凶 nement-deconfinementphase 

transition in high temperature， QCD may have a much richer structure in high 

density. Experimentally， a wide region of the (T，μ) plane has been investigated by 
AGS， SPS and RHIC， and a higher density region is left as an importa，nt task of 

GSI and JPARK. 
Lattice QCD is expected to provide nonperturbative information of QCD as the 

first principle calculation. However， numerical study of lattice QCD with chemical 

potential is extremely di自cult，because at finiteμthe fermion determinant detD 
becomes complex， which appears in the Euclidean path integral measure， 

z=Jv附 V'lte一β山 ψ=J vu叫 f 、‘.，，，
t
Eム

，，a
，‘、

Though there exist several remarkable progresses in the lattice calculations with 
the finite chemical pote凶 al[3]， it is still quite di由cultto study the regions around 

critical μat low temperature by lattice QCD simulations. In order to circumvent 

the above di由c山 y，in the present paper， two-color QCD has been investigated [1]. 
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2 Actio口sa阻dalgorithm 

We introduce the chemical potential in the conventional manner， 

D(μ)=ルーκε{(1一 'ii)以(叫，x+i+ (1 +悦)可(ピ)dxl，x-i}

ーκ(戸 (1一判)仏(叫，x+4+ e一μ(1+ね)り(x礼 μ}. (2) 

For the gauge action， we employ the plaquette and Iwasaki improved actions. Here， 
we report the improved action case only. Little is known about dynamical fermion 
simulations in which the chemical potential is introduced宅 therefore，we employ an 
algoriもhmwhere the ratio of the determinant， 

detD(U +ムU ...J_.L.IT I n/TT¥-l 
= det(I + D(U)-lb..D) (3) 

is evaluated explicitly in each Metropolisupdate process， U →U+b..U， where b..D三

D(U + b..U) -D(U). This algorithm has a long Markov step and is very reliable. 

Numerical costs are， however， huge and weare restricted to smalllattices. In the 
following studies， therefore， we check that the results obtained are not sensitive to 
the boundary conditions. 

3 St胡 yof the (κ，Jk) Para誼 蹴erSpace 

Since there are few color SU(2) lattice studies 1Jsing Wilson fermions with finiteμ， 
we first investigate the relevant p札rameterspace. We measure the Polyakov line， (L) 
on a 44 lattice by changing s for μ= 0 and κ= 0.150 and choose the region where 
(L) is small， i.e.， the system is in the confinement phase at zero baryon number 

density. We set s = 0.7 on the basis of this analysis. 

At仙 valueof s， we measure (L)， its susceptibility，努2.， the gluon energy 

de凶 ty，(ι) =<長請がG > and the number density， (n) 長£logz，れ
function ofμand κ. Here' SG is the gauge action and Vs = NxNyNz is the spatial 
volume of the lattice. In Fig.1， we show (L)， (n) and (Eg) on a 44 lattice as a 
function of μand κ. They increase asμbecomes large and show the decon五nement
behavior. We observe that the simulation always breaks down when we increase μ 

further. 

In Fig.2， we show the Polyakov line susceptibilities κ= 0.150 and 0.175 under 
the antiperiodic spatial boundary condition and for κ=  0.160 under the periodic 

boundary condition. All exhibit a peak when μincreases， which indicates a decon-

finement transition. All quantities support the picture that at large μthe system 

undergoes the transition from the con自nementto the decon自nementphase. In ad-

dition to the increase of (L) and (Eg)， the rapid increase of (n) is observed. The 
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Figure 1: The Polyakov line (L)， the number density (n) and the gluon energy (Eg) as a 

function of κand μ. Lattice size is 44. 
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Figure 2: Polyakov line susceptibility，θ(L)/δ/μ = ((L -(L) )(n -(n) ))， as a function ofμ 

on 43 
X 8 lattice. (a)κ= 0.150，0.175 under the anti-periodic spatial boundary condition 

and (b)κ= 0.160 under the periodic boundary condition. 

。l

instability at large μmay be an indication of a new phase with the diquark con-
densation. Although the behavior of all quantities supports the existence of the 

decon自nementphase at large μ， there are some indications that suggest a more 
complicated phase. In many cases， we observe a second peak in the Polyakov line 
susceptibility at large μ. 

4 Hadron propagators 

We calculate correlations of color singlet hadron operators， M (x) = ψ~(x)r白βψß(X)

and B(x) = ëbψ~(x)(cr)白β何似x) ， where r is the product of Dirac matrices and 
子isa Pauli matrix acting on flavor indices. C is the charge conjugation matrix and 
a and b are color indices. We set子 =1"2 or 1"27 so that the wave function is totally 
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antisymmetric. 

To our knowledge， no study of the behaviors of hadrons including vector mesons 
at自nitebaryon density has been performed using lattice QCD. Vector mesons are 
important since they provide information at several stages of heavy ion collision in 
the form of lepton pairs. 

K=O.160(Periodic)，μa=O.O K=O.160(Periodic)，μa=O.8 
101 o PS meson 101 。PSmeson 

100 菌 歯 。Vectormeson 100 
~ ~申 <~;< ..1:=枠制

。 ~ ~減疑問 ロVectormeson 

宰 10-1
。
回

e 閥m 
I、 qYsq ( と:::"10-1 g i::J口口 ω qYsq @ g 。 。 。豆 O回 s 関

10-2 堕 × qYIμq 10-2 × qYIμq 

10・3
o 1 234 5 6 7 8 

10-3 
2 345 678 

Figure 3: Hadron propagators at μα= 0 (le抗)and μα= 0.8. 

In Fig.3， we show propagators of the pseudoscalar and vector mesons and those 
of the scalar (r =γ5) and pseudovector (γν) baryons for μ= 0 and μα= 0.8， where 
αis the lattice spacing. The most prominent feature here is that the vector meson 

propagator is strongly modi五edatμα= 0.8. Its slope is more gradual than that for 
the pseudoscalar， i.e.， the vector meson becomes lighter. 

If the sudden drop of the vector meson mass is not a special feature of the color 

SU(2) model， this may be the五rstlattice QCD result to show the reduction of the 
vector meson mass in tlte medium. 

5 qqぅ ijqpotential at誼nitedensity 

Here we focus on the behavior of qq， ijq potential in order to understand the vacuum 
structure at high chemical potential numerically. In this calculation the lattice size 

is 8 x 4 x 12 x 4 and the number of自avoris 3. 
From Polyakov line correlations， color average heavy quark potential is calcu-

lated as， 

e一時(昆)/T=ゑ<叫互)走叫)> (4) 

where C = 1/(走<TrL(O) >)2. However there is no difference between qq， ijq color 
average potential in color SU(2). One can also obtain color dependent potential， 
i.e. singlet (Vt) and triplet potential (V3) for qij system: Nc x Nc = 1 EB (N; -1)， 

e-V1(昆)/T

e一V3(昆)/T

t <UL(互)Lt(O)>， 

N? 1 
Cーとー< 7\~ TrL(R)γL↑(0) > 
N; -1 -Nc 川
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Figure 4: Color singlet potential vi for 
μ=  0.0，0.4，0.6 and 0.7. 

Figure 5: Color triplet potential v3 for 
μ =  0.0，0.4，0.6 and 0.7. 

For qq system color symmetric (九)and anti-symmetric (九)potential can be also 

evaluated: Nc x Nc = tNc(Nc + 1) EB tNc(Nc -1)， 

e-Vs(昆)/T 合くれL(崎町(0)>+古くがぽ)L?)>，(7) 

(走<日(0)>)2 (~c< 日(0) >) 

合 <!r
c 
TrL(めかL(O)> N，1_1 <伊 L(長)L(O)> 

-Nc-l'2 ・ (8)
(走 <TrL(O) >)2 走<TrL(O) >) 

e-Va(昆)/T

In color SU (2)， V1 =九 andV3 = V9 even at μ手O.Therefore if there would be 
difference between qq and qq states， it is due to some Dirac structure. 

In Fi酔.4and 5， we pμ10叫tthe (preliminary) results of color singlet potential an 
ω10耐O町rt凶ripμle剖tpotential， respectively. We can see that the rotational invariance is 

good due to the renormalization group improved gauge action. The singlet (triplet) 
potential is attractive (repulsive) force and the forces between qq/iJq b配 omeweaker 
出 μincreases.Medium effect appears in these forces and this behavior suggests the 

∞nfinement田 decon五nementphase transition. Here we自xthe gauge in Lorenz gauge 

for the color-dependent force and gluon propagators discussed in the following. 

6 Concluding remarks 

In this study， we have investigated energy density of gluon sector， number density， 
Polyakov line and its susceptibility together with potential between quark lines in 

(κ，J.L) parameter space. 
We observed a sudden reduction of the vector meson mass when the chemical 

potential was increased. 

Our lattice here is small， but results for the case of periodic and antiperiodic 
boundary conditions in the spatial directions show the same qualitative behavior. 
The behavior ofもhethermodynamic quantities together with that of the Polyakov 

line supports the standard picture， i.e.， QCD undergoes a transition from the con-
finement to the decon五nementphase. We have observed several indications in the 
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susceptibility and gluon propagators， which may suggest a more complicated phase 
at finite baryon number density. 
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